Design Guide for Local Program/Team Apparel

T-Shirt Designs (#1 & #2):

**DESIGN #1**

Position: Full front, T-shirt can be any color

Color options for team name/logo:
The color, typestyle and motif is at the discretion of the local program/team

Color options for Special Olympics Connecticut stacked logo (one-color): Black, White, Gray or Red

Program Name = Connecticut

Team name may be printed on back, at top

**DESIGN #2**

Position: Left Chest; T-shirt can be any color

Shields can be one- or two-color

Type/logo: black or white; Background color: At the discretion of the local program/team

The typestyle and motif is at the discretion of the local program/team

Color options for Special Olympics Connecticut stacked logo (one-color): Black, White, Gray or Red

Program Name = Connecticut

Team name may be printed on back, at top

Embroidery Designs (#3):

**DESIGN #3**

Position: Left Chest; Garment (shirt/jacket, etc.) can be any color

Designs can be one- or two-color

Color options for team name:

Black, White, Gray, or Red

Color options for Special Olympics Connecticut stacked logo (one-color): Black, White, Gray or Red

Program Name = Connecticut

*Use the logo above for print/when SOCT logo stands alone.*

Please order from Campus Customs by Design #;
Campus Customs: 203-789-1608